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Red-headed Woodpecker carrying food to 

own nestlings and  interacting with a 

Northern Flicker nestling in the same 

aspen tree.  Photos by Skip Shand 

We want to say thank you to 

EVERYONE who participated so 

please join us Sunday September 29, 

12 - 4 p.m. at Assiniboine Park in 

Winnipeg. We have reserved picnic 

site 21 for this event (see 

www.assiniboinepark.ca/about/ma

ps-parking.php). Bring your lunch 

and binoculars (maybe linger to 

enjoy some birding in the English 

Gardens), and you’ll have a chance 

to win one of our great door prizes. 

This is also a great opportunity to 

meet fellow atlassers, share stories, 

and ask questions

 

Volunteer Appreciation Picnic 

To ALL 971 registered atlassers, who have now logged 

data in >2,500 squares, summing to >29,000 hours and 

>27,000 point counts…              THANK YOU!  

It has been another truly great season! Why not take a look at our maps at 

www.birdatlas.mb.ca/mbdata/maps.jsp?lang=en  to see the incredible progress we 

all have made together (and please keep entering your data!). 
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Nature Manitoba Bird Outings  

(www.naturemanitoba.ca  or 204-943-9029) 
 

Shoal Lakes / St. Ambroise, Sept. 28 

contact Rudolf Koes:  204-661-0763 
 

Lake Winnipeg Beaches, Nov. 2 

contact Garry Budyk: 204-667-1062 
 

Winnipeg River, Dec. 1 

contact Peter Taylor: 204-753-2977 

 

Oak Hammock  Marsh Migration Events, 8 am-dusk 

(204-467-3300 or www.oakhammockmarsh.ca) 

 

Migration Festival, Sept. 28 - 29 

Migration Madness, Oct. 6 

Songbird Banding, Rooftop fly-in at dusk,  

other activities for all ages 
 

Thanksgiving Birdseed Sale, Oct. 12-14 

 

Fort Whyte Bird Activities 

(204-989-8355 or www.fortywhyte.org) 
 

Manitoba Owls, educational presentation with 

 Jim Duncan, Oct.20 at 1 p.m., free with admission 
 

Sunset Goose Flights: Sept. 18 – Oct. 20 Wed-Sun 

  Northern Hawk Owl and young, Skip Shand 
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REGIONAL SUMMARY (as of September 3rd) 
 

Region 1:  3,559 hrs in 258 (of 258) squares      –  208 species  

 2,770 point counts in 179 squares  
 

Region 2:  2,153 hrs in 194 (of 201) squares      –  197 species 

 2,344 point counts in 144 squares  
 

Region 3:  3,882 hrs in 138 (of 140) squares      –  205 species 

 2,012 point counts in 109 squares  
 

Region 4:  2,859 hrs in 132 (of 151) squares      –  204 species 

 1,728 point counts in 108 squares  
 

Region 5:  2,281 hrs in 111 (of 145) squares      –   191 species 

 1,205 point counts in 75 squares  
 

Region 6:  2,441 hrs in 205 (of 280) squares      –   207 species 

 2,161 point counts in 140 squares  
 

Region 7:  2,804 hrs in 337 (of 434) squares      –   208 species 

 2,963 point counts in 186 squares 
 

Region 8:  739 hrs in 172 (of 302) squares         –   186 species 

 1,387 point counts in 77 squares 
 

Region 9:  514 hrs in 130 (of 380) squares         –   174 species 

 989 point counts in 61 squares 
 

Region 10:   2,124 hrs in 188 (of 881) squares      –   167 species 

 1,889 point counts in 133 squares 
 

Region 11:  2,285 hrs in 311 (of 1176) squares     –   268 species 

 4,094 point counts in 245 squares 
 

Region 12: 654 hrs in 103 (of 960) squares         –   142  species 

 1,718 point counts in 88 squares 
 

Region 13:  797 hrs in 64 (of 775) squares           –   118 species 

 559 point counts in 38 squares 
 

Region 14:  2,214 hrs in 186 (of 882) squares      –   160 species 

 1,884 point counts in 129 squares 

ATLAS STATS   (as of September 3,  2013) 
 

Registered Atlassers: 971 

General Atlassing: 29,305 hours in 2,528 squares  

Point Counts: 27,703 point counts in 1,712 squares  

# Species: 294 =   264 confirmed, 17 probable, 13 possible 

Bobolink 

Pair. 

Photo by 

Katharine 

Schulz 
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Dec. 

2012 

There were big changes 

on the East side of  the 

province: Regions 5 & 10 

both had their Point 

Count totals more than 

doubled. 

The Story of Point Counts 

Point counts were 

increased in southern 

Manitoba generally, and  

in Regions 1, 2 & 3 

especially. 

 

Region 13 

went from 

only 27 PCs 

one year 

ago, to 559, 

nearly a 

2,000% 

increase 

over all 

previous 

years 

combined. 

 

11,847 new Point Counts (PCs) have been added to the 

Atlas database in the past year (including older data from 

Bipole 3), accounting for 43% of all the total point counts! 

 

We more than 

doubled the number 

of PCs in Region 11. 

We more than tripled 

the  number of PCs in 

Region 8. 

 

Sept.  

2013 
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Kasmere Lake by boat, foot (13, more to be entered) 

2013 

Expedition Summary 
 

Number of squares point  

counted in brackets 
Bain & Egenolf Lakes by boat (4) 

Tadoule Lake by boat & canoe (19) 

Seal River by canoe (11, more to be entered) 

Wapusk NP by canoe & full-pack hike (10) 

Wapusk NP full-pack hike (9) 

Nanuk  Camp by foot (5) 

Lynne Lake area by chopper, plane, 

canoe, truck, bicycle, foot  (51) 

Kamachawie Lake by boat (4) 

Churchill River by canoe (22) 

Grass River by canoe (8) 

 Iskwasum Lake by kayak (2) 

  Echimamish & Hayes Rivers by boat (29) 

Island Lake by boat (22) 

Gunisao Lake by boat (5) 

THANKS to all teams and all involved! Also a special 

thank you to Kim Monson for her incredible contribution 

in preparing menus and food barrels for the remote trips! 

Here’s how we’re filling the white gaps! 

 Crowduck Lake by boat (4) 

  Siderock Lake by boat & foot (2) 

Family Lake by boat (4) 

Assinika River by canoe (5) 

Poplar River by canoe (12) 

wow! 

Eastern Wood-

Pewee,  C. Artuso 

Berens River by canoe (7) 



Story and Photos by Ian Cook 

 

Getting there was half the fun.  Three 50-something 

volunteers from out-of province met for the first 

time in the Winnipeg train station for the 14 hour 

Via rail run to The Pas.  We arrived in The Pas at 2 

a.m. and next morning met the fourth member of our 

team, Nathan, our much younger guide.  In the 

pouring rain and with the prospect of the Alberta 

floodwaters descending on the town, we loaded two 

canoes and what seemed like a heck of a lot of gear 

into the freight car of the Keewatin Rail train bound 

for Pukatawagan, nine hours due north.  The “Puk 

Train”, as it was called, was an experience we will 

never forget. Supplying several remote First Nations 

in NW Manitoba, the train was packed, and we were 

a curiosity. The residents and stewards of this land 

were curious about our plans, helpful in offering 

good advice, and a little concerned for our safety. 

When the train stopped in the middle of nowhere 

and unloaded our canoes, our gear, and the four of 

us, many stood between the cars and at the back of 

the train to see us off.  With one notable exception 

we would see no one else for the next two weeks. 

 

Our atlassing adventure began on the Kississing 

River, a tributary of the Churchill, which emptied 

into Flatrock Lake, then into Highrock Lake. A small 

stretch of the Churchill River linked Highrock to 

Granville Lake, and the trip ended at the top end 
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Remote Atlassing Adventures: 

Churchill River 

       (Continued on page 7) 

of Granville at Leaf Rapids, 237 km from the start. 

Most of the paddling was spent on big sprawling 

lakes full of islands and points and bays.  There were 

three portages around huge rapids/falls on the stretch 

of river between the two big lakes.  We crossed 

under one power line, saw five or six hunting 

shacks, and some log ramps on the portages.  That 

was all the sign of human disturbance we saw on the 

whole trip. 

 

We all felt well prepared for the trip, but we didn’t 

anticipate one thing:  a prolonged heat wave with 

temperatures above 300 C for days on end.  It was 

eerie (and exhausting) to paddle for hours on huge 

lakes as smooth as glass with the sun beating down 

relentlessly.  Frequent dunks in the refreshing water, 

and careful attention to rehydration, were essential.  

As the sun set after 10:30 p.m. and was up again 

around 4:30 a.m., night time wasn’t long enough to 

cool things down much. 

 

Our days soon developed somewhat of a rhythm.  

We would awaken at around 4:30 a.m. and, fueled 

only on coffee,  would head out in three directions to 

point count, typically one in each canoe and one on 

foot.  Of course all our point counts were off-road, 

and the terrain could be formidable.  Most of the 

habitat was dense mature black spruce, heavily laced 

with dead-fall.  Forest fires in the past created new 

habitat, dominated by young aspen and a dense   



shrubby understory, with some jack pine 

interspersed.  Raised granite mounds yielded lovely 

stunted spruce forests with a reindeer moss 

understory and easier hiking. We sought out wetlands 

when we could, typically expanses of grassy wet 

meadows bordered with alders and rich in bird-life. 

Small creeks produced more alder and willow habitat 

in narrow ribbons. By 9 a.m. the point counting 

would be complete and we would head back to camp 

for breakfast, then break camp and paddle for 5 to 7 

hours, birding from the canoe and stopping from 

time to time. Small rocky islands were nesting sites 

for many birds who sought them out for their relative 

protection from predators. By late afternoon we 

would start looking for a suitable campsite; a rocky 

point, a patch of grass above the high water mark, or 

a stretch of beach.  Nathan had a knack for 

identifying good tent sites and we were blessed with 

some spectacular ones. We would quickly get to 

work setting up camp and preparing supper, then 

wander off to explore the surrounding area and do 

some more birding. We would try to position our 

camps near the borders of two squares so we could 

atlas in both from one site.  Later in the evening we 

took time to record our bird data, a pleasant task as it 

allowed us to recall the events of the day.  Because it 

was still light and so hot it was difficult to bed down 

much before 11 p.m., when we would collapse into 

the tent. 4:30 a.m. would come again quickly, with 

the anticipation of  new  areas to discover.  
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Remote Atlassing Adventures Continued 

We had regular companions during our paddling 

hours. We were rarely out of sight of Bald Eagles 

and Common Ravens. Common Terns would sally 

forth to screech at us and we found several nesting 

colonies, including one with an estimated 400 

birds. Every island and point seemed to harbour a 

Song Sparrow, Chipping Sparrow, Tennessee 

Warbler, and a pair of Spotted Sandpipers. 

Common Goldeneye, Bufflehead, American 

Wigeon, and Common and Red-breasted 

Mergansers were regularly observed, sometimes 

with fuzzy ducklings. The extreme heat and 

somewhat late date (last week of June and first 

week of July) meant that a lot of the birds had 

quieted down. The dawn chorus was somewhat 

subdued, however many birds had young by this 

time so there was a lot of confirmed breeding in 

the form of nests, fledged young, carrying food 

and distraction displays. Good numbers of 

American White Pelicans were observed actively 

feeding at the base of waterfalls.  Extensive grassy 

wetlands revealed Le Conte’s, Lincoln’s and Clay-

colored Sparrows. One beautiful bay (in a priority 

square, no less!) hosted several Red-necked 

Grebes with fledged young.  One campsite boasted 

a noisy pair of American Three-toed Woodpeckers 

and nesting Black-backed Woodpeckers were also 

observed nearby. We were surprised by the number 

of Pileated Woodpeckers we encountered so far 

north.  
(Continued on page 8) 
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The distinctively cheerful song of an Olive-sided 

Flycatcher woke me in my tent at 4:30 a.m. We had 

Common Nighthawks beeping overhead almost 

every night, another pleasant surprise.  Mike 

Ferguson had one conduct a distraction display a 

few feet away, and a search revealed eggshell 

fragments.  We saw or heard a total of 16 warbler 

species.  All in all, we tallied some 92 species in 22 

squares and over 220 point counts. Perhaps the most 

unusual sighting was a lone Red-necked Phalarope 

on a tern colony rock.  A Tundra Swan was another 

unexpected sight. 

 

Some highlights of the trip were not bird-related. 

Late one calm evening we watched a moose cow 

and calf swim about a kilometre right in front of our 

tents. Mike Ferguson was delighted to watch a 

Woodland Caribou cow and calf emerge from the 

forest and wander the shore of a large island one 

evening.  We all were engaged by an otter mom 

ferrying her two young ones across a narrows on 

her back. Wolf and bear tracks and scat were 

encountered but neither animal seen.  And then 

there was the breath-taking scenery, refreshing 

swimming, interesting plants, thousands of 

dragonflies (hunting the millions of deer flies), and 

spectacular sunrises and sunsets. 

Remote Atlassing Adventures Continued 

Eastern Whip-poor-will nestlings found by Laurel Moulton and  her Golden-winged Warbler research crew. 

Photographed by Ryan McDonald in atlas square 14PA90, near Richer, on June 24 and June 30. 

First Confirmed Breeding of Whip-poor-will in the Atlas 

One long day well into the trip, we found 

ourselves at the end of a portage, at the bottom of 

a waterfall, admiring the pelicans, when we heard 

a boat motor. An extended family of about 10 from 

Granville Lake First Nation came ashore to do 

some angling. I don’t know who was more 

surprised to see whom. They chatted with us for 

quite some time, offered us some advice, invited 

us to use a cabin a couple of kilometers 

downstream, and sent us off with about 10 lbs of 

fresh moose meat. Their generosity was greatly 

appreciated, and the moose stew was a welcome 

break from freeze dried fare!  

 

Our remote atlassing experience would not have 

been half as rewarding without the amazing skills 

of our volunteer guide Nathan. He was well-

prepared, skilled and tireless. We completed the 

trip without mishap and on time, even though none 

of us had ever been on the Churchill River before. 

Thanks, Nathan, for cheerfully putting up with 

three fanatic birders old enough to be your dad! 

 

The Churchill River trip was completed by Nathan 

Ricard from Manitoba, Michael Ferguson and Ian 

Cook from Ontario, and Michael Melius from 

South Dakota
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The Perfect Canada Day 

By Luke Stephenson 

  

04:00h Wake up call from Joel; 04:05h Ken handed 

out red Nibs to honour the day and we ate peanut 

butter-nutella-honey wraps; 04:30h Ken & I set out 

upstream for three point counts and we sang O 

Canada!  04:43h Sunrise, steam rolling out of the 

cool forest and stream coming from a perched and 

landlocked beaver meadow and pond. A beautiful 

look at Sedge Wren, Canada Warbler, Northern 

Flicker and American Kestrel. 

  

Joining the downstream crew, we paddled a flooded 

portage trail and set logs across its remainder to roll 

the canoe down.  The next portage, we did the 

Canadian Canoe Sled over a well-trampled moose 

run, uncovering a used Canada Goose nest. 

 

08:30h Before Joel made pancakes, our spare paddle 

floated somewhere downstream, after being 

launched down the falls of our last portage.  Luckily 

it was found in an eddy on river left as we patrolled 

the shores for its whereabouts. 

  

Between sets of rapids, Cedar Waxwings were 

flycatching.  We broadcast the song of a Canada 

Warbler  where a male had been alarm calling to  

Remote Atlassing Adventures: Berens River 

defend his breeding territory - ideal understory 

habitat  near the water. 

  

16:30h We settled upon our worst campsite yet.  

Between lunch and early afternoon siestas at Moose 

Falls and our current predicament, we’d paddled our 

longest distance under full sun; saw Trumpeter 

Swans, a 34” shed of a garter snake, a Wilson’s 

Snipe, six playful otters, chortling Sandhill Cranes, 

and a soaking moose evading the bugs. Those with 

tents bush-whacked to their own sites next to a 

beaver pond and flooded grassy shoreline... a recipe 

sure to produce as many mosquitoes as seen upon 

the whole journey, and our first sighting of wood 

ticks. Almost immediately after arriving, we all 

jumped in the water to cool down.  I dove for Ken’s 

fuel pump that fell into the drink while unloading 

our canoes, and found it in the tannin-rich water on 

our third attempt.  ALL came out with leeches, 

Derek with the biggest, juiciest one! 

  

17:00h Pickerel and pike were practically jumping 

out of the water and became the best meal of the 

trip, BAR NONE! Around sundown, Common 

Nighthawk, Hermit Thrush, Ruffed Grouse, 

Magnolia Warbler and Spotted Sandpiper sang 

against the sound of water rushing over the busy 

beaver’s growing dam.  We burned the early-

flowering sweet grass in a smudge, emanating a 

fragrance which  reminded Derek of pipe tobacco. 

  

Common Nighthawk by Josiah Van Egmond 

Magnolia Warber by Charlie McPherson 

(Continued on page 10) 
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Atlassers braved forest fires, storms, unexpected visitors, and, of course, mud in their efforts this summer. 

Remote Atlassing Adventures Continued 

Bain Lake fires July 12. Photo by Richard Staniforth Storm developing over Walleye Hole, 

Gunisao Lake. Photo by Richard Staniforth 

Polar bear. Photo by Don Tyerman 

Clouds darkened the sky and reflected beautifully 

upon the water, broken only by surfacing bullhead 

catfish and low-hovering, glistening insects.  In the 

last rays of the sun, a hummingbird moth was 

nectaring upon wildflowers, a bullfrog was 

croaking nearby and we heard the faint cry of a lone 

wolf.  Two Common Mergansers zoomed by, wings 

barely touching the surface. Ovenbird and Common 

Goldeneye continued to sing  as the smudge 

Remote Atlassing Adventures: Facing Challenges 

Joanne Smith atlassing in 14NC80 

smouldered to its final, extinguished state.  A Winter 

Wren serenaded three other exhausted atlassers, who 

would soon be dreaming of  finding Species At Risk 

on the Berens until Lake Winnipeg.   One of the 

many great days of our trip! 

 

The Berens River Trip was completed by Luke 

Stephenson, Ken Kingdon, Derek Russell, and  Joel 

Kayer

 



 Introduction 
 

I am a young birder, age 11, who has joined the 

Atlas this spring.  I have only been interested in 

birds for a couple of years, but am very serious 

about it. I am learning to bird by ear with CDs and 

a course at FortWhyte Alive. 
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This summer, we discovered a variety of birds 

nesting around our home, including a Cooper’s 

Hawk in our forest which is a lot of fun to 

observe. We also found Tree Swallows, House 

Sparrows, House Wrens, Barn Swallows, Purple 

Martins, Common Ravens and European 

Starlings nesting near us. We even found some 

threatened species, a Common  Nighthawk and a 

Canada Warbler.  

 

Every vacation we go on, I bring my birding stuff 

with me; even if we are gone for only a day or 

two. You never know what you might see.   

 Birds in a Day 
Story & Photos  

by Josiah Van Egmond 

My love of birds first started at the African Lion 

Safari near Toronto where I volunteered to have a 

Harris’s Hawk land on my hand. That sparked my 

interest. At first I was mostly just interested in 

birds of prey, researching on The Peregrine Fund 

website and writing small booklets about raptors. 

But soon I was appreciating all kinds of birds and 

began identifying all the birds at the feeders. 

Before long I had the whole family interested in 

birds. I set up suet feeders, bark butter, 

mealworms, bird baths and hummingbird feeders. 

Soon we had all sorts of birds coming to our 

feeders.  

(Continued on page 12) 

From the Field 

Tree Swallow 

  Red-breasted Nuthatch 

        Cooper’s Hawk 
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Big Whiteshell 2013 

 

The trip to The Big Whiteshell my family and I had in 

early summer was a success in fishing and atlassing. I 

was looking out for birds all the time I was there. If I 

saw any I would write them down with the 

appropriate breeding evidence code.  One of my 

favorite parts of the trip was when we were on the 

dock fishing and a Bald Eagle swooped down and 

plucked a fish from the water in front of us. It was an 

amazing thing to see. I also was very excited about 

the Belted Kingfishers that were there.  

 

We also saw two Common Loons doing a mating 

display, which was very interesting. We saw Great 

Blue Herons fly over the water often. I also saw 

Chestnut-sided Warblers flitting about in the bushes; 

at first I thought they were House Sparrows but I got 

a better look and identified them. We saw Common 

Goldeneyes out on the lake and many other birds too. 

Probably the most common birds there were the 

Yellow Warblers, they were everywhere singing and 

flying in and out of the trees. Near the lake there 

was a “bird apartment.” There was a tree with 

both a Northern Flicker and a Wood Duck nesting 

in it, one hole over the other. I thought that was 

quite funny. 

  

And after all that, we drove home. You can see a 

lot of birds in just a day or two, if you are looking 

for them
 

 Birds in a Day Continued 

 Nest Quiz 

Can you identify these nests? 

We’d be very impressed!  

(Answers on page 19) 

1. Deanne Endrizzi 

2. Michael Ferguson 

4. Ian Kleinsasser 

3. Chris Smith 

5. Deanne Endrizzi 

  Common Goldeneye 



From the Field 

Dashed Hopes  
by Nella Schmidt 

I assumed that it was the same pair that had nested here last year because they flitted about undisturbed by 

human presence. One waited on a nearby branch while the other disappeared into the cavity. After several 

seconds, it emerged from the nest with miniscule chips. Disposing them nearby, it flew off. Then the mate 

took over. The chiselling sounded like the ticking of a grandfather's clock. When its face appeared through 

the hole, I wondered how it could see through the mask of sawdust. What an unforgettable image! When it 

flew, it too disposed the fine wood particles not far from  their source. 

 

As I waited, watched and tried to catch a good photo, I noticed one bird cruise in, perch on its favourite 

branch and call repeatedly until its mate appeared. Then it would slip into the cavity, work industriously, 

emerge, fly and drop its debris. The waiting mate then took its turn at the task. It too dropped the result of its 

labours as it winged towards its partner's direction. It was a continuous repeated pattern of behaviour. 

Although I noticed that one bird carried more sawdust than the other, I could not distinguish which one it 

was or whether it was the same bird that came and called because after the second bird flew off, there was a 

time lapse before one of them reappeared. 

 

After getting a few (hopefully) good shots of these nest-building Black-capped Chickadees, I left with the 

request that I be notified when the birds were feeding young. The call never came. The birds had given up on 

the nest, probably because the wood had become too rotten over the year. When my friends were finally 

convinced that they would not have the pleasure of watching their chickadees raise young for another year, 

they removed the string that had held up the decaying branch

 

The phone rang. Hoping it 

was the call that I had been 

waiting for, I picked it up. It 

was. Quickly I collected my 

binoculars and camera and 

drove to my destination. The 

Black-capped Chickadees 

were nest building.  

 

When I arrived at my friends', 

the lawn chair had already 

been placed approximately ten 

feet from the cavity so I 

would have an unobstructed 

view. I sat for only a few 

seconds before the chickadees 

announced themselves. 
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1.  Wood Duck on Aug 29th in 15US06, FY, by Linda Curtis  

2.  Canada Goose on the Gimli Osprey nest, AE, by Donna Martin 

3.  Great Gray Owl near Manigotagan (this bird greeted the crew on their first day in 

the province), H, by Amanda Guercio  

4.  Blackburnian Warbler young bird in Flin Flon area,  X (Note: too developed for 

FY code), by Buz Trevor 

5.  Red-necked Phalarope (female) in Wapusk National Park, H, by Deanne Endrizzi 

6.  Ruffed Grouse, Grand Beach, D, by Peggy Kasuba 

Photo Crop 
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1. 2. 

3.   4. 

  5. 6. 



Photo Crop 

 

1.  Turkey Vulture in abandoned house north of Alexander, NY, by Margaret York  

2.  Northern Parula in 14PC49, FY, by Joel Kayer  

3.  Common Merganser on Big Island Lake, FY, by Irving Collins  

4.  Red-tail Hawk (immature), X (Note: too well developed for FY), by Geoff Fierce 

5.  Northern Shoveler in 14LV78 on July 24, FY, by Katharine Schulz  

6.  Osprey at Grand Beach, NY, by Peggy Kasuba 
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2. 

3. 
  4. 

5. 6. 
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Photo Crop 

1.  Merlin (Richardson’s) in 14PA86, H, by Peter Taylor 

2.  Tree Swallow in Brandon, H, by Irving Collin 

3.  Purple Finch near Hodgson, FY, by Joanne Smith 

4.  Common Tern nest on Churchill River, NE, by Michael Ferguson 

5.  Loggerhead Shrike on Jun 25 in 14PA67, H, by Garry Budyk (exceptional record) 

1. 

  2. 

  3. 

4. 5. 



Photo Crop 

1.  Bank Swallow near Gimli, NY, by Donna Martin 

2.  Golden-winged Warbler, near Fisher Branch, CF, by Donna Martin 

3.  Wild Turkey, north of Whitemouth, FY, by Peter Taylor  

4.  Evening Grosbeak in atlas square 14NB97, FY, by Joanne Smith 

5.  Chestnut-collared Longspur, H, by Meredith Stoesz 
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1. 

  2. 

  3. 

  4. 5. 
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Useful Information 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
 

Christian Artuso (Atlas Coordinator),    

Bonnie Chartier (Assistant Coordinator) 

The Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas 

24-200 Saulteaux Cr, Winnipeg, MB R3J 3W3 

Tel:       204-945-6816   or  204-945-7758         

Toll-free:  1-800-214-6497           

Fax: 204-945-3077 

Email:  cartuso@birdscanada.org   or   mbatlas@bsc-eoc.org 

The Baillie Fund  
 

 

If you have travelled to 

a remote area of the 

province to atlas, we can 

cover some of your 

expenses to a maximum 

of $500 through the 

Baillie Fund. For 

example, if you travel 

more than 300 km from 

home, gas mileage is 

reimbursed at $0.20 / 

km) Please click on the 

following icon on the 

atlas website home page 

for details: 

 

 

 

 
 

For 2014, please consult 

us for pre-approval of 

reimbursement to avoid 

disappointment. If you 

don’t qualify for the 

Baillie Fund, please 

keep any appropriate 

receipts ask us for a tax 

receipt to help defray 

your costs. 

Remember:  We want this newsletter to be a voice for all involved.  Please send us your photos, your 

stories, your questions, and your feedback!  

Nest quiz answers: 
(From page 12) 

 

1.Sandhill Crane  

2. Common Term  

3. Spotted Sandpiper 

4. Brown Thrasher  

5. Tundra Swan 
 

Nature Manitoba, Bird Studies Canada and Nature Canada have recently 

launched  an Important Bird Area (IBA) Caretaker Program. Slowly, we are 

recruiting volunteers to be caretakers for each of Manitoba’s 38 IBAs and  to be 

part of  a network of volunteer s across Canada and around the globe that are 

working to build grass-roots support for the conservation of significant sites.  

Why not consider joining this vibrant and passionate community! Contact the 

Nature Manitoba Office (www.naturemanitoba.ca  or 204-943-9029) for more 

details and also explore the IBA Canada website (www.ibacanada.ca). 

David Wright, Amanda Guercio, Jack Dubois and Amelia Thornhill at 

Island Lake. Special thanks to  Dean McLean and Rayna Costello for 

their exceptional hospitality. 

Manitoba’s Important Bird Areas 



 

A big special thank you 

to Peter and Carol 

Slobodzian of Quensnel 

Lake Caribou Lodge for 

their generous 

hospitality in hosting 

Christian Artuso, 

Amanda Guercio, Mark 

Dorriesfield, Janine 

McManus and Amelia 

Thornhill for two weeks 

in May for intensive 

point count training. Not 

only did we have a blast 

and collect some great 

data, we also found 

Manitoba’s first ever 

Great-tailed Grackle – a 

fabulous start to a great 

summer! 

Christian Artuso 
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At least 12 atlas volunteers participated in the Society 

of Canadian Ornithologists’ conference in Winnipeg 

on August 12 – 14; exceptional for a conference of 

this nature. Charlie McPherson even gave a 

presentation on the  Netley-Libau Important Bird 

Area. Having so many atlas volunteers present made 

for a particularly special citizen-science session! 

Thank You! 

Photo: Jim Duncan 

Vickar Community Chevrolet donated in part this 2005 Dodge 

pick-up truck to the atlas. This has a made a huge difference! 

  Photo: Janine McManus 



THANK YOU to ALL Atlassers, Funders & Supporters  

Especially, thank you to... YOU! 


